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In this paper we consider stationary sequences with extremal index 0,O < 8 G 1, and verifying an 
extension of Leadbetter’s D(u,) condition. For these sequences we prove that the limit law for 
high level exceedances i of the Compound Poisson Type and specify the parameters. We also 
give the joint limit law for exceedances of multiple levels and consequently, for any r upper order 
statistics. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of high level exceedances in dependent sequences has been receiving 
growing interest because of its wide applicability to the analysis of phenomena like 
floods, storm winds or extreme loads in mechanical structures. in hydrology, for 
example, questions as the total amount of time the water flow of a river stays over 
a fixed level or how many times it crosses that level within a certain period of time 
are of major importance for the prediction of floods, construction of dams, etc. 
Todorovic (1979), has observed frequencies of the number of times that the water 
flow of the Greenbrier River, West Virginia, exceeds the level 17 000 ft3 during 
several time periods of different lengths. He could find the Poisson distribution 
fitted well as it could be expected from the well known result on the Poissonian 
character of exceedances in some types of sequences (cf. Leadbetter (1976)). 
However, in other cases, data of river water flows have shown that exceedances 
may occur in clusters, thus, deviating from the Poisson distribution. This paper 
concerns the study of those cases. We will consider stationary sequences { 6”) 
satisfying an analogue of Leadbetter’s D(u,) con&ion and possessing extremal 
index 6, OC 6 s 1. We say that a stationary sequence has extremal index 8 if and 
only if for each T > 0 there is a sequence (U,,(T)} such that 
n[l-F(u,(T))]-,T asn+t--oo (1.1; 
0304=4149/88/%3.50 @ 1988, Elsevier Science Publishers R.V. ( NorthaHolland) 
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where F( . ) denotes the common d.f. of each &, 3 3 1, and 
with ?+A,, = max{& , . . . , &}. The extremal index of a sequence is well defined because 
it can be proved that it does not depend on the choice of the sequence U,,(T) provided 
it satisfies (1.1). For more details on the extremal index see Leadbetter (1983). 
Now, for a given fixed level u we say that the sequence { &} has an exceedance 
of u at j if and only if 4 > u. We thus define the sequence of r.v.‘s Sn as the number 
of exceedanczs of a sequence M, occurred until time n, that is, 
For a certain interval 1, that is, any finite set of consecutive integers, or even any 
set I of indexes, the meaning of Sn( I) is straightforward. Also, we will refer to 
Sn( r) as the number of exceedances of U,(T), U,(T) being a sequence defined for 
any T > 0 and satisfying (1.1). If ML’), k = 1,2, . . l , denotes the kth largest maxima 
of 61 )-*‘V Sn, M’,k’ is related to S, by the obvious relation 
(12) . 
Clearly, M n cl) = M, and P{ M, G u,} = P{S, = 0). 
As we mentioned before, it is a well known result, Leadbetter (19’76), that if (6”) 
is a stationary sequence with extremal index 8 = 1 and if for some T > 0, u, = u, (7) 
satisfying (1 .l), D( un( 7)) holds then S,(T) has a Poisson limit law with parameter 
7. And, hence, a,( M, (k)- b ) will have the same limit law as in the i.i.d. case. 
However, when 8 < 1 we 1os”e the Poissonian character of the exceedances because 
they tend to occur in clusters originating, thus, the occurrence of multiple events. 
As it can be expected, in this situation and under some other assumptions the 
distribution of S, converges weakly to a Compound Poisson distribution. This is a 
discrete d.f. which can be defined from a collection of parameters A> 0 and 
{d, aO}n21 such that Cnbt & -- 9 a& which d.f. H(x) is given by 
H(x;A,{d,))= C P(s;h,{d”}), -o~x<+q 
SSX 
where 
r e --A ifs=& 
Pk A, MD = 
e 
_A c wl)kl l l l (hd,)kx ifs 1 2 (13) . = k,! 9 9 9 k,! 9 , . . . . k,-t2k2+-.+sk,=s 
k~2O,j=l,...,s 
If dl = 1, d,, = 0, n 2 2, we obtain the Poisson d.f. with parameter A. 
In this way, Dziubdziela (1984) proved a theorem for strong-mixing stationary 
sequences such that F*(o,,x + 6,) + G(x), as n + +oo, for some constants a,, > 0 
and 6,. Under these assumptions, and if we define the d.f. G’k’(~) = 
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H(k-1; -log G(x); {d,}) when O< G(x) < 1, and Gfk’(x) = 0, 1, accordingly 
G(x)=O,l, k=l,2 ,... his result states that there is equivalence between 
lim y ~k,,P{Srn(~)=~}+ds log G(x)J=O 
n++aJ SC1 
and 
Pb”uwl ("'-~b,,)c~}~G(~)(x) as n++oo, 
for any k=l,2,.... S&) denotes the number of exceedances of U, = x/a, + b, 
occurring in {1,2,. . . , rn}, r, =[n/kJ. 
In Sections 2 and 3 of this paper we will prove tP car a stationary sequence 
{&} possessing extremal index 0, 0 c 8 s 1, if it satisfies an analogue of condition 
D( u,( T)) for exceedances and the limits k, P{ S&) = s}, s = 1,2, . . e exist for some 
T > 0 then S,(T) ( = S, (u, (7))) has a nondegenerated limit distribution of the form 
(1.3) with parameters A = T and 
d$=e lim P{S,~(T)=S~SJT)~~}, s=l,2 ,..., n++oo 
the latter not depending on r. Further, if S,,(T) has a nondegenerated limit distribu- 
tion it must be of that form. When writing the first draft of this paper the author 
was unaware that similar results to those of Section 3 were also derived, indepen- 
dently, by Hsing, Hiisler and Leadbetter (1986), although by different methods. 
In Section 4 we study the possible forms of the joint limit distribution of r upper 
order statistics, r being any integer. 
2. Dependence structure and basic Iemmas 
We first give our main assumption which is a condition of the mixing-type. Note 
that for an interval E = {j, , . . . , j,) we say that its length is j, - j, + 1 and if F = 
{k l, . . . , k2} is another interval with k, > j, we say that F and E are separated by 
kl -j,. Now, for any two intervals E, and Ez separated at least by I, and any integers 
n, and n2, let {&) be any collection of disjoint subsets of n, indexes of El and {J,,,} 
be any collection of disjoint subsets of n2 indexes of E2. For simplicity of notation 
let US Write {S(&, El)= n,} for {S(&)= nl, S(E, - Ik) =O}. We will say that the 
condition D( u,) holds for a stationary sequence {&} and a sequence of real numbers 
{u,} if and only if 
c p{s(Ik, 6) = al, sbbn, 6) = nd 
kn 
- p{s(Ik, 6) = MWJ,, Ed = %I s %.I (2.1) 
With an, I,, +O, as n + -1-00, for some In = o(n). lt is an obvious fact that if (6”) is 
strong mixing then (2.1) holds for any sequence {Un). 
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Next, we divide the interval (1,2, . . . , n} into subintervals II, If, I*, I$, . . . , Ikn, 
I$, k,, being any sequence of integers, r, = [n/k,,], 1” as in the definition of D( u,,), 
as follows: 
I*={l,...,r,-l,}, 
I* = {r,, + 1, . . . ,2r, - l”}, 
. 
&“I= {(k,,+)r,, + 1,. . . , k,r, -l”}, 
@={2r,-1,+1,...,2r,}, 
. 
. 
& 
n kl r, - 1” + 1, . . . , n}. 
and all the intervals 17 have length I,, Thus, all the intervals 4 have length r, - I,, 
except for I:,, which has length n - k, a, + In. Let us write 4 = Ij u IF, j = 1, . . . , k,,. 
The following lemma is an extension of Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.3.1 in Leadbetter, 
Lingren and Rootzen (1983) and Lemma 2.1 in Leadbetter (1983). Thus, for the 
proofs, we will give only the main steps. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {&} be a stationary sequence and {u,} a real 
n[l- F(u,)] is bounded. If {&) verijies &,), then, for any 
integers nl, n2,. . . , nkn, 
(1) 0s P (+ {S(&)=?ij} ! > ( 
k” 
-P n {S(IJ)=Plj; S(IF) 
j=l j=l 
sequence such that 
h-tuple of posi6ive 
(ii) 1 Pt h (S($)=nj;S(I~)=o))-P( A {S(Ij)=nj]) 1 Sk?& 
j=l j=l 
(iii) 1 P( h {S(Ij)=nj}) - 5 P{S(I,)=nj} s(k,,-l)a,l,,, 
I I 
where K denotes 
\ j=l / j-1 I 
a generic constant. From (i), (ii) and (iii) we have 
I ( PA I (2 2) j=l (S($)=n,))-fi P{S(lj)=n,l Sk,,tiK+(k,,-I)an,,n. . j=l - I n 
Proof. To prove (i) note that 
k” 
n {s(&) = nd) s 2 P{S(IF)>O}. 
j=l > 
k {S(I,)=tlj; S(IT)=O} 
j=l > j=l 
y the stationarity of { &,} we have that P{ S( I:) > 0) s l,, P{ 6, > u,}, for amy j = 1, . . . , 
~n)>O}~(k,,+-f&={f,~ > u,,} so that (i) follows again by stationarity 
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and because n[ 1 - F( u,)] is bounded. The proof of (ii) comes from the fact that 
OS P fi {S(l,)=T2j} ( > ( -P A {S(I,)=?lj, S(If)=O} j=l j=l > s $ P{S(I,*)>O} j=l 
and then apply the same reasonin as in (i). The result stated in (iii) can be proved 
by induction on the number of intervals and is a direct consequence of D(u,). 
We now consider, as in the revious ection, for some T > 0, a sequence u,= U,(T) 
such that (1.1) holds. The limit distribution of the exceedances, does not depend 
on the choice of the sequence u, provided n[ 1 - F( u,)] + r, as n -) +a. The proof 
of that fact is quite similar to the proof of the indepen,ence of the extremal 8 on 
the choice of u,, and thus we omit it. (See also Leadbetter, Lindgren and RootzCn 
(1983, p. 62).) We finalize this section with the following result. 
Lemma2.2. I~forsome~)0,{u,(r)} issuchthatn[l--P(u,)]+qasn++~, then 
for any r’ # r, u, (7’) = utn7/T91 is such that n [ 1 - F( u, ( T’))] + r’ as n -ji +oi~. Moreover, 
if&,(r)) holds, so does &(7))). 
Proof. The first part is immediate because 
[l- F(qnTITVI)]+ T’ as n++m. 
The second part is trivial, as well, because if Ds( u, (7)) holds with CY”,/, + 0, as n + 4-00, 
for some In = o(n) we replace n by [nr/#] in expression (2.1) and obtain the validity 
of D( u,( 7’)) with LY ,,,t( 7’) + 0, as n + +w, with 1: = &lI = o(n). 
3. Limit laws for high level exceedances 
In this section we will give the limit laws for exceedances of an increasing level. 
Let {u,} be any real sequence for which D( u,) holds and consider a sequence of 
integer numbers k, + +a, as n + +a, such that 
kP, %l,l” + 0 (3.1) 
and 
kP,l,/n+O as n++a, (3 2) . 
for all positive integer p, QI, I and l,, as in the definition of 1)( u,). Such a sequence 
exists because we can take,’ “for example, k, = min{ -log CY,,~,,, -log l,,/n}. For such 
{u,} and k, let us now define the quantities 
A; = k, P& = G}, (3.3) 
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where r, = [n/k,,]. It is clear that denoting a”, = P{S” = s 1 Sr,, 3 l}, A”, can be written 
in the form 
Ai = k,, P{ M, > u,}az. (3.4) 
Theorem 3.1. Let {&,} be a stationary sequence and (u,) such that P{ M, < u,} + p, 
as n + +a, O< p < 1, and &,,) holds. Then, if the limits of a: exist, i.e., a”, + a,, 
s=l,2,..., we have that, as n + +a, 
wn =+P c s (-logp)L c Lp as, ’ l l as,, 
I-1 l s*+“‘+sL=s 
sjz l,j= 7,...,L 
(3.5) 
also for s = 1,2, . . . . Thus, if ai converges in distribution, i.e., if (a&, form a 
probability distribution, S,, converges weakly to a Compound Poisson d.f 
Proof. Let k, be a sequence of integers, k, + +m, satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). For a 
certain set of positive integers, sl, . . . sL, L fixed, define the set of k,-tuples {Q,,}, 
j=I,... k,,, $,I 30, where for each fixed 1, the first positive 5.1 is equal to sl, the 
second positive %r is equal to s2, etc., so that for j = 1,2, . . . , k,, there are exactly 
L t$s strictly positive. The set { ~,l), j = 1,2, . . . , k,, is the set of all the different 
k,-tuples that we can obtain in this way. So, there will be (“;I> different k,,-tuples, 
i.e., 1= 1,2,. . . , (2). Now, let 4, 4, 1 s j s k,, be intervals as they were defined in 
Lemma 2.1. We have 
P{S,=s}= i c e,p( ii {S(&)=tjJ). 
L=l S,f”*+S~=S /=I j=l 
slSl,j= l,....L 
It is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 that for fixed s and L, 16 L s s and certain sl, g l l , 
sL, s,+* 9 l +sL=s, we get 
I ( y P ii {S(l,)= tj,) I=1 . j=l )O - ; ;i P{S(I,)= tj,} j=l I 
Kk,(l,+l) k,L +(k, -l)a,,,,, SL( 
1 [ 
K.0 
k&H) 
n n 
+ (k, - l)an,/,, l 
. 1 
In virtue of the way we defined kn, the last term of the inequality tends to zero as 
n + +a. Furthermore, by the stationarity of &, 
lim 
?l++OO 
h P(S(4)=t~,,~=J~~W$( i P{S(I,)=sj~)P{M(I,)BU~}~~-L* 
j=l . j=l 
From the proof of Lemma 2.1, the limits of the maximum and exceedances over 1, 
remain unchanged if taken over (1 9 . . . , rn}. By hypothesis, P( , s u,}~u-~-+ p, as 
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n + +OO. So that, from (3.5), the limits of A:, which we will denote by A,, exist if 
and only if the limits of ai exist, with A, = (-log p)a,. Thus 
lim 
n-+00  : ;i P{S(I,)=$,,J=P(-l~~p) 
L L 
j=l 
n ‘sj9 
. j=l 
and therefore (3.5) Irolds. Further, noting that, for any collection of positive real 
numbers {ai}ial, 
we have that, if CSal a1 = 1, Sn converges weakly to in iompound Poisson d.f. with 
parameters -log P and {QL. 
Remark 3.1. Note that from the previous proof it can be seen that the limits {u,},~~ 
do not depend on the choice of the sequence k, because if that was true the 
distribution of Sn would have two or more different limits. Note also that if a1 = 1 
as a, = 0, s 3 2, we obtain a Poisson d.f. which is equivalent to the non-occurrence 
of clusters of exceedances. 
Consider now, for any T > 0, a sequence {U,(T)} satisfying (l.l), that is, such that 
nC1- w4l(d)l + T as n + +a~ Denote SJ r) the number of exceedances of u,( 7) 
occurring until r, . Write A:( 7) = k,, P{ Srn ( T) = s} and similarly for a”,( T). A theorem 
by Leadbetter (1983) states that if { &} has extremal index 0,O s 8 G 1, then kz[ l- 
h..r,(u”bNl 8 + T, as n + +OO (and conversely). Consequently, if (6”) has external 
index 0, 
lim y AS,(r) = ;!I0 k,[l - F,...Ju,(T))] = 0r 
n-++oP s=l e 
and 
lim y sAi(~) .*a-!+0 = lim k,,E[SJ = T. s=i n+-!-co 
With this notation ihe following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (6”) be a stationary sequence with extremal index 0, 0 < 0 G 1, and 
for each T > 0, u, ( T) a sequence satisfying ( 1.1). Suppose that, for some 7. > 0, 
D( u,( TV)) holds. If the limit of a”,( To), s = 1,2, . . . , exists, then the limits a,( 7) of 
a:(r) exist for all r > 0 and they do not depend on T, that is, a,( T) = a, for any T > 0. 
Consequently, if C,, , a, = 1, S,,(T) has a Compound Poisson limit law for all a > 0 
with parameters 8~ and (a,), 2, , i.e., 
P&(T) = s) + P(s; 07, (a,)) as n + +m, 
where P(s; 97, (a,)) is given by (1.3). 
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Proof. Denote the limit of a i( Q) by a,( Q). First we prove that for any T > 0, a E( T) 
also has a limit a,( T) and a,( 7) = u~( TV). For some r > 0, r # ro, define the sequence 
As we can take U,(T) = +,roIT3( ro) we know from Lemma 2.2 that if 6( u,( Q) holds 
so does fi(U&)) with QJ~) = ~[~70/T~,~~,,dTI (TV). Hence, if km verifies (3.1) and (3.2) 
for nn,l”(To) SO does k; for a,,,,( 7). SO that, with r,, = [n/k,,] and r: = [n/k;]. 
Q,(Tg) = lim P(S,,(tl,(TO)) = s 1 Sr,(“n(70)) 3 11 
n-b+cO 
= lim P{S,b(un(T))“SIS,~(Un(T))~l} 
n++m 
= a,( 7). 
Now, from relation (3.4) and the fact that {en} has extremal index @, 0 c 8 =G 1, we 
have that A, = r@. Thus, the last part of the theorem is a direct consequence of
Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.2. Notice that if 6 = 1 then Enat sA”, - A”, + 0, as n + +QO, and this implies 
A,=O, s=2,3 ,..., obtaining thus the Poisson limit law for exceedances with 
parameter 7. 
Remark 3.3. For the probabilities of the cluster sizes {u,},~, any distribution may 
appear. This may be shown by the following example due to R.L. Smith. Consider 
an i.i.d. sequence (qi)i zl with common d.f. F(x), and another sequence of discrete 
r.v.‘s {Xi}i>l with common probability mass function { ~n}~>, . Define the stationary 
sequence (&, &, . . .) = (7,) ql, . . . , n2, q2, . . . ), where ql is repeated XI times, q2 
is repeated X2 times and so on. By Theorem 5.2 in O’Brien (1987) it can be seen 
that this sequence isstrong-mixing. Further, if {P,},~~, issuch that Cnal np,, = p c 
+a the sequence has extremal index l/p. Clearly, the distribution of the cluster 
sizes is given by { p,)n> 1 which can be any provided it has finite mean value. 
Finally, the limit law for the k-th order statistic A&‘), k = 1,2, . . . , may be easily 
evaluated as a consequence of the previous results and relation (1.2). 
Theorem 3.3. Let {&,} be Q stationary sequence with common d.$ F(x) and possessin,p 
extremal index 0,O < 8 s 1. Suppose that an > 0 and b, are sequences of real constants 
and G(x) a nondegenerate d.jI such that F”(x/an + b,,)+ G(X) as n + +m. White 
G(x) = x/an + bn, --OO < x c +OO. If for some x0, D( un(x0)) holds and 
P{S,(U,(XO))=S~S~~(~ln(XO))~l}~a~ asn++oo, S=:1,2,..., C a,=l, 
sz=l 
with kn + +m satisfying (3.1) and (3.21, r,, = [n/k,,], then, for all x, -XX x < +a, 
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P{a,(_M~?-b&x}+ 
as n++aA 
ifG(x) = 0, 
-8 log G(x); {aJj ifO< G(x) c 1, 
if G(x) = 1, 
Proof. Let 0 < G(x) < 1. As F”(xfa, + b,) * G(x) we have that 
n[l- F(xla, + bJj+ -log G(x). 
NOW, as {&I has extremal in&A 0,O c 8 s 1 and there is a x0 such that d(xo/a, + 6,) 
holds, Theorem 3.2 implies that, putting T = -log G(X), U, (x) = x/a,, + bn, 
as n + +m where a, = limn.++* P{ Sr” (x0) = s 1 S+ (x0) a 1) does not depend on x. This 
fact and (1.2) prove the result when 0 < G(x) c 1. 
If G(x) = 0 or G(x) = 1 the result is a consequence of the continuity of G(x), 
which is an extreme value distribution, and of the fact that the limit law of 
Q n (A&,‘) - b,) is a d.f. and thus nondecreasing. 
4. ‘I&e joint bit law of r order statistics 
We now consider different levels u’,” 3 u’,~)s +l l 2 u’,” and for each i = 1,2,. . . , r 
and any sets of indexes E, write 
Si( E) = #{Q: 6 > u’,“, j E E}. 
In particular we denote Si( E) by Sb, if E = {1,2,. . . , n}. In this section we want 
to find limit laws for the random vector SL = (SL, S’, , . . . , SL). We will write, as 
well, S’(E)=(S’(E), S2(E) ,..., S’(E)). 
First we must give a condition of D( u,,) type which restricts in some way the 
dependence of S’( E,) and S’( E2) when El and E2 are intervals eparated by i and 
I tends to become large. So, let ni = (n:, . . . , nr), n f s l l l s n[, i = 1,2, . . . be any 
two r-tuples of non-negative integers. Consider now a choice of r subsets II, C_ II, c 
l l l E I,, of El in such a way that each I5 has n{ elements, and of r subsets 
Jm, s Jm, c_ l l l c_ J,,,, of E2 where each Jmi has n$ elements. Write 
{S& E,) = n,} =(S’(J!,+ E,) = n:, S’& E,) = n:, . . . , S’(Il,, E,) = n;) 
and the same meaning for (SJ J,, E2) = a2), where {S’&, Ei) = ni} = {Si( Iii) = n:, 
Si(E1 - Iii) =O}. For u, = (u’,‘), u:!, . . . , u’,“) and a stationary sequence {&} we say 
that D&J holds ifI 
I 
c P{S’(I,, E,) = n,, S’( Jm, E2) = a2} 
4 1 ,**-t r
ml,...mc 
‘(I,, E,) = n,}P{Sr(jnl, Ez) = rra} 
I 
s qI 
with CY,,~,, + 0 for some In = o(n). 
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&,) holds for strong mixing sequences (6”). The first lemma in this section is 
a direct extension of Lemma 2.1, and so we give it without proof. For I,, as in the 
definition of D&,) and k,, a sequence of integer numbers, divide the interval 
(1 , . . . , n} into subintervals II, IT, 12, It, . . . , Ikn, 1% exactly as in Lemma 2.1. 
Takealso &=4uIT,j=1,2 ,..., k,. 
Lemma 4.1. Let {&} be a stationary sequence and ~‘,“a l l l 2 u’,” sequences such 
that Dr( u,,) holds and n[ 1 - F( u’,“)] is bounded. Then, for any set of k,, r-tuples 
n. = J ( n! I’ . . . . nJ),Wn+~=~GnJ, j=l,..., k,, the following relations hold : 
ii {S’(J)=ni) 
j=l 
(ii) h (s’(ls)=ni) ~~~~~ 
j=l >I n 
(iii) ) P( fi {S"(J)= nj}) -( j$l P{Sr(h)=nj}) 1 s(k”-l)a,,“. 
From (i), (ii) and (iii) we get 
I ( P k {S’(J) = llj} >( - ;i P(S’(I,)=nj} j=l j=l )I 
sk,,- zn+l K+(k,-l)a,,“. 
z 
As in Section 3, let k, be a sequence, k, + +q verifying (3.1) and (3.2) with CY~,~, 
as in the definition of Dr( II,) = Dr( u:‘), . . . UC’). For such a sequence and any r-tuple 
of integers s = (sl, . . . , Sr), 0 c s1 =Z l l l s Sr, Sr 2 1, define the quantities 
A’, = A>““’ = km P(Srm = S} = km P{ Sf” = St 5 l l l 3 SF” = Sr}, 
with r, = En&]. NOW, from Lemna 4.1, the analogue of Theorem 3.1 can be easily 
established. To simplify notation denote i = (i, , . . . , i,) be any r-tuple of integers, 
o<i,c- l *sir, i, 2 1 and let (&) be an enumeration of such r-tuples. _ -_ 
Theorem 4.1. Let {&} be a stationary sequence, and u(,i), i = ‘1, . . . , r, a collection of 
real sequences such that P{M,, 6 u’,*‘)+p, and D&,,) = D,,(u’,“, I *. 5 u’,“) M& 
Suppose that for any integers 0~ s1 G l l l < s,, s, a 1, the limits of A?*““r = 
k,, P{ Si” = sl, . . . , SLn = s,) exist and write limn++oo A2’m’sr = A, ,... s, = A,. T%en 
where L is such that iL = sandfor l<l=& i,issuch that il,Ssj, j=l,.aetre 
(4.1) 
. The proof is analogous to the proof of’ Theorem 3.1. 
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Now, for any set of r reals ‘pr > ‘P,-, > l l l > I, > 0, we consider r levels u:’ = U, ( TV), 
i=l , . . . , r, such that 
n[l-F(u,(Ti)]+Ti asn++a (4.2) 
Clearly u, (7,) 2 24, ( r2) a. - l 2 a,(~~). Further, consider 
as well as 
lim 
n++CO 
A”,1”‘“$ T,, . . . , 7,) = A,,. . .J 7, , . . . , 7,). 
If {sn} has extremal index 6, 0 c 8 s 1, and the levels u’,i’ are substituted by un (ri), 
1 G i s r, obviously pr in (4.1) will be eDeTr but we would like to know in what way 
the limits AJq, . . . ,TJ depend on 7,) . . . , I=,., as we did for one level exceedances. 
In this case it is not possible to specify completely these functions but we will give 
some properties they must satisfy. 
Theorem 4.2. Let {&} be a stationary sequence with extremal index 0, 0 < 0 s 1. 
Suppose that for any rr > l l l > 7, > 0, Dr(un(r)) = Drltcn(r,), . . . , tcn(Tr)) holds and 
the limits A”,I”“r( r, ) . . I , rr) existfor all 0 G s, s l l 0 6 s,, s, 3 1. 7%en the limitfunctions 
AS,‘.&, 9 l l l 3 7,) verify the following properties: 
(9 A, ,... JT,, . . . 9 G)= 7,f,,.=.,,h/~, . . . 9 ~r-~/~rL 
(ii) A0-3ji+l...s,( T,, . . . , 7,) = Aosi+ ,... +( T, , l l l , 7,) is a decreasing function of Ti- 
(iii) A, ,... J 7, , . . . , TJ is a continuous function of each Tie 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we will do the proof only for two levels, that is, 
for A,( T, , 72). The extension to r levels is immediate. So, let r2 > 7, > 0 and un( Ti), 
i = 1,2 verify (4.1). To prove (i) consider another value ri, 72 > 7; B 0. For i and j, 
OS&j, jai, we have 
Ai,j(T1 9 ?2) = lim 
n++oO 
knP(Sr,(r,) = i, S&2) = j} 
where k, + +m is a sequence such that (3.1) and (3.2) hold for a,,“(T,, 72) as in the 
definition of D2( u,( T,), un( 72)) and kZ, = n~,,,,,,;,/[nq/T{]. By reasoning as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 it is clear that k; verifies also (3.1) and (3.2). So, with A = ri/~, , 
A&h,, hr2) = AA,&-,, 2 , T ) that is A&T,, ~~2) is m homogeneous function of the first 
order, which implies 
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Notice, also, that if {&} has extremal index 8, A,( 7,, ~2) = fj?z +flj( 711 rz), where 
f:i.(Tl/ 72) = lim,++, Wrnbl) = i I S&-2) =_ih 
To see (ii) we just have to remark that for Q B ri > 0, u,( TV) 6 u,( Ti), we have 
and the result follows. 
Finally, to prove (iii) we have 
s k,, i [Fbnb,)) - F(u,(T, + WI. 
j=l 
Hence, for &( TV, ~2) = zEzj Akj( 71, r2), taking the limit when n + +a, 
0~ lim &(r,+h. r2)-&(T~, ~2)s lim h. 
h+O+ h+O+ 
As the inequality for the limit when h + O- is straightforward, the result is proved 
because if &( TV, Q) is a .continuous function of rl, so is A& T, , Q). To prove that 
it is a continuous function of r2 is completely similar. 
Remark 4.1. From the proof of (i) it is clear that if, for some T, > . . . > 
71rU, DJU”(T~), . . . , OI,( 7,)) holds so does Dr( u,(h~J, . s . , u,,(h~~)) for all h > 0 
and if the limits of A”,ls’*‘$~, E . . . , TJ, 0~ is j, j 3 1 exist so does 
lim Fl++m AS,I”“r( AT,, . . . s hrJ. 
Let us now concentrate in the bivariate case A,( q , ~2)~ 72 > T1 > 0, as in the proof 
of the previous theorem. Before going on, let us call attention to the obvious fact 
that, with {Q~},~~, as defined in Section 3. 
Furthermore 
+a3 j +oo +a0 
C C A(j(T*,T2)' 0T2 and 1 C A,( TV, r2) = 07,. j=l i=o i=l j=l 
From (4.4) it is immediate that 
(4.3) 
(4 4 . 
(4 9 . 
Besides, as from (4.9, k,, P{SJ 7,) = 0: S,,,(r2) 3 1) + 0( Ip2 - TJ, as n + +a, Aoj(q, 72) 
can be written as 
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where hj( T,/ Tz) = limn++W P{S,.,, ( r2) = j 1 Srn ( TJ = 0, Sr,, ( r2) a I} is a probability distri- 
bution for each 7=2 r TV > 0. 
The next theorem shows one of the possible forms the functions Aii(~1, To) may 
assume. 
Theorem 4.3. White A, ( 71, T2) = @( 72 - 71) hj( T, , TZ), M&W 
If hj(T,/~z) can be written as hj(T,/~z) = Cjh(~,/~z) with h(~,/ 72) not depending on j 
and cj being constants, then 
! 
Aoj(Tl, T2)= O(T2-71)Qj if42 I, 
A@(T,r 72) =o if O< Xj, 
A,( T,  TV) = 8T, aj ifj 3 1. (4.6) 
Further, if A,( T, , TV) = 0 for ~11 0 < i < j, (4.6) holds. 
Proof. If hj(T,/Tz) = Cjh(T,/Tz), then as 
C hj(TJT2) =h(TJT2) C Cj = I, 
jZ=l jZ=l 
We XllUSt have h( TV, TV) Constant. Thus, A,( T,/T~) = 6( 72 - 7,)hOj and we can also 
write, for I G i G j, 
A+,, 72) = @b2 - 7l)hijh/72), 
h,( Tl/T2) 2 0. In order that the second relation in (4.3) holds, i.e., c{=, AJT~, 72) = 
fjT2Q!, we must have 
j-X 
Ad(~, , 72) = h2Uj - e(T2- T,) c hU(T,/T2). 
i=O 
Furthermore, A&T;, T2) must verify the first relation in (4.3), that is, CT=: A,( T, 9 T22) = 
oTl Ui, i 3 1. NOVJ, take i = 1. This relation will be satisfied if and only if 
Ql -ho,= -Y hlj(T1/ T2)9 
j=2 
(4 7) . 
which implies a1 - ho, ~0. But A,,(T~, T2)=eT2a,-e(T2-T,)h01~0, and this is 
equivalent to 
71> 01-Q h 
72 d ho1 ’ 
for all Tlo 72, 72) T,>O. 19iS ho1 2 0 this inequality will become true for all 72 > T! > 0 
if and only if a, - ho1 2 0. ut, as G, -. ho1 ~0, we have al = ho,, and this has as a 
consequence, from (4.7), that c,*=: ii h (T,/T~) =0 and, hence, hU(Tl/T2) ===O, ja2. So, 
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we have, A& 7, , q) = O( 72 -q)uI, A&/Q)= &,a1 and A&q, Q)=O, if ja2. 
Proceedink in the same way for A&q, Q), A&,/Q), etc., we obtain the result. 
Finally, if A,( q, 72) = 0 for all 0 c i <j, it can be easily seen that the functions 
A,( 7, ,T~) must be given by (4.6) in order the equalities in (4.3) be satisfied. 
Let us write A&*, 72) = OrIgj( q/r*), where 
= lim P(S~,(~*)=jlS~“(?,)=i,s~“(T*)~l~. PI++00 
The solution in (4.6) corresponds to assume that for 0 < i <j, g&/r*) does not 
depend on T 2, and thus, will not depend on r1 either because it is a function of 
rl/ r2. Hence, if g&J T2) = c we must have c = 0 because if 71 = 72 = r, P{ St,< T) = 
j 1 S(T) = i} = 0. The solution (4.6) will hold, for instance, in the case of the sequence 
in the example of Remark 3.3. 
The formula (4.6) may be easily extended to r levels, as it will be seen in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. If for any tH;o levels, 72 > q > 0 the functions A,,J r1 , To) are given by 
(4.6), thenforanyrlevels~~~~~+q>Oands~~l,O~s,~~~~~s,, wehave 
6(q-q_i)ak if~~=~.~=sj_~=O;s~=*~~=s~=~k, kal, 
As,...&, , . . . , 7,) = tblQk ifs,=* 8 l =s,=jg (4 8) . 
Proof. 
In the 
0 if OCSj<Sj+l forsomej. 
If there is any j such that QC sj < Sj+l, 
0~ As,.-3q+,...s,(7, p . . l 9 7,)s lim P{Sr,(~)=sj,Sr,(~+~)=sj+*}=O~ Z?++CQ 
remaining cases, let us consider, first, r = 3 and the levels u,( T,), U,(Q), 
G,(Q). As for any k = 1,2,. . . Amk(7,, r2, 73) = A0k(~2, 73) = t&- T2)ak, the result 
follows from both 
and 
hlkkh 72, 7j)+Akkkh 72, d=Akkb2, rd. 
By induction in r we can prove (4.8). 
If the extremal index is equal to 1, then the only nonnegative A,( ok, ~1) 
are Aor f rk, X, and At *(‘I&, 7,) which must, thus equal ( rr - ?k) and Tk9 respectively, 
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in order to satisfy equations (4.3) and (4.4). From Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 we cbtsirr 
the already known result, that under these circumstances 
P{S,(q) = sl, . . . , S"(q) = s,)+e-eT~Ts’ ( 
- 7*)s2--sl . . . (7, - 7,_1)sr-s-1 
:,(s2 
1. - :‘* 
s,), ( 
s, -q-l)! ’ 
as n-,+~,andOss,a==*~s,,s,~1. 
Once the joint limit law of the exceedances of any t distinct levels is determined 
we can find the joint limit la& of any r upper order statistics. As an application of 
the previous results we find the joint limit p.d.f. of the r largest order statistics when 
(4.6) holds. 
Themem 4.5. Let {&} be a stationary sequence with common d.f F(x) and possessing 
extremal index 0,O c 0 s 1. Suppose that a, > 0 and b,, are sequences of real constants 
and G(x) a nondegenerated d.f such that F”(xla, + b,)+ G(x) as n + +w. If for 
all the r-tuples u, (xi)/ a,, + b,,, -OO C Xi < +w, i = 1, . . . , r, Q( U, ( x)) holds and the 
limits of 
k,P{s&4,(x,))=s*,...,s,,(u,(x,))=s,~, oQ+=08~s,,s,z1, 
converge to limits A,, . ..+(x. , . . , x,) vetifying (4.8), then 
((M(,l)-b,)ja,,(M’,Z’-b,)/a,,.. .,(M!?-&)/a,) G (JL ..,Z,), 
where (Z,,..., Z,) has joint p.d.f given by 
fi,...z,(X, 9 l l l 9 
’ g(xi) 
x,) = Bfa;-‘G(x,)e n - j=, G(xi)’ x1’x2”’ ” x,, 
i&h al = lim,,_,+, k,,P(S&)=l~S,~(~)>l},forsome~~O. 
Proof. It is trivial that, for any r, > l . . > TV > 0, 
P{h@6 u,(T,), . . . , M’,“s u,(7,)} 
=P{S,(T,)=O,S~(T~)~~,...,S~(~~)~~ - 1). 
By Theorem 4.1 and by hypothesis the second term of this relation tends to a sum 
where the only term which depends imultaneously on (7, , . . . ,T~) is 
A Ol***l (q, e.. , 7,)A0,, ,..., (rl,. c., 7,). . . AOO...O1(~,, . . . 7,) 
= ewe’+ $a,)‘-’ z (Tj+l - 7i jv 
i=! 
fi I... &I, l ’ ’ 9 x,) = ax .y* dx wr)Y~M-’ in, ‘fi’ [log G(Xi) -log G(xi+l)l 
1 r 
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